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“A dramatic and wide-reaching change in conditions, attitudes, or operations.”

REVOLUTION



The Revolution Foundation provides 
sustainable and circular systems for festivals 
and events, accelerating the transition to a 

sustainable economy. 

We turn festivals and events into living-labs 
for circular innovation in urban 

environments. 

WHAT IS THE





How do we get to circular blueprints for festivals 
and events? Find leverage.  

Leverage points are places in a system where change in one 
element or process can have a systemic effect. To find levers at 
festivals, take three steps: 

01. Identify the impacts. Examples are: 

• CO2-emissions 
• Pollution 
• Food waste 

02. Sketch a systems map. Examples of systems are: 

• Energy 
• Water 
• Food  
• Beverages 
• Production 
• Transportation 
• Consumption materials  

03. Identify the lever, or intervention. Examples: 

• Shift to renewable energy sources like batteries, wind energy and hydro power 
• Stop seeing waste as a problem, but as a resource 
• Use food waste for compost

LEVERAGE POINTS 















2050:
10 billion people 

70% lives in cities 
Cities occupy only 3% earth’s surface 



ENERGY (14,000 kWh)1,2

Generators (100% GoodFuels HVO Biodiesel) (8,260 kWh)1

WATER (20,000 LITER)3,4

DRINKS (90,000 LITER)5

Bars (9,278 liter)3

EMISSIONS (70 TONNE)1,9

WASTEWATER (20,000 LITER)3

WATERNET 
(20,000 LITER)

SEMILLA SANITATION 
HUB (750 LITER)

RECYCLED
(2.25 TONNE)

DOWNCYCLED
(1.30 TONNE)

REUSE
(837 TONNE)

ICOPOWER® 
PELLETS
(7.52 TONNE)

ECOCREATION 
COMPOSTER
(0.03 TONNE)

URINE (90,000 LITER)5

Catering (4,770 liter)3

Waterpoints (3,624 liter)3

Other (1,178 liter)4

SEMiLLA Sanitation Hub (1,150 liter)3

FOOD (9.73 TONNE)6

Carbohydrates (6.03 tonne)6

Vegetables (1.75 tonne)6

Dairy (1.07 tonne)6

Fruit (0.78 tonne)6

CONSUMPTION MATERIALS (2.25 TONNE)7

Glass bottles (0.90 tonne)7

Cardboard boxes (0.60 tonne)7

PET bottles (0.46 tonne)7

Cans (0.29 tonne)7

Toilets (0 liter)3

Mains connection (100% wind energy) (3,740 kWh)2

Mains connection with batteries (100% wind energy) (2,000 kWh)2 Generators (100% GoodFuels HVO Biodiesel) (1 tonne CO2e)1

Generators (100% GoodFuels HVO Biodiesel) (0.01 tonne NOxe)1

Generators (100% GoodFuels HVO Biodiesel) (0 tonne PM10e)1

Mains connection with batteries (100% wind) (45  tonne CO2e)9

Mains connection (100% wind) (24  tonne CO2e)9

INFRASTRUCTURE & DECOR (786 TONNE)8

Shipping containers (428 tonne)8

STEEL (553 TONNE)8

Tents (60.00 tonne)8

ALUMINIUM (109 TONNE)8

Stages (49 tonne)8

Lights and lasers (25 tonne)8

ELECTRONICS (45 TONNE)8

PLASTICS (DECORATION) (19 TONNE)8

PVC (TENTS) (10 TONNE)8

Speakers (20 tonne)8

Fences (45 tonne)8

Decoration (46 tonne)8
WOOD (50 TONNE)8

Tables (3.36 tonne)8

Cable reel (0.52 tonne)8

Tents (40 tonne)8

Large romney (14 tonne)8

Decoration (9.24 tonne)8

Lockers (7.01 tonne)8

Standing tables (0.72 tonne)8

Bins (0.60 tonne)8

Small romneys (8.74 tonne)8

ORGANIC RESOURCES (0.03 TONNE)7

CONSUMPTION RESOURCES (2.25 TONNE)7

Glass (0.90 tonne)7

Cardboard boxes (0.60 tonne)7

PET (0.46 tonne)7

Aluminum (0.29 tonne)7

DECONSTRUCTION WASTE (8.82 TONNE)7

RESIDUAL WASTE (7.52 TONNE)7

DEMOLITION WASTE (1.30 TONNE)7

Wood (0.65 tonne)7

Plastic corrugated roofing sheets (0.26 tonne)7

Steel (0.13 tonne)7

Coarse waste (0.13 tonne)7

Cables  (0.13 tonne)7

MATERIAL REUSE (777 TONNE)3

Steel (548 tonne)3

Aluminium (108 tonne)3

Wood (49 tonne)3

Electronics (44 tonne)3

Plastics (decoration) (18 tonne)3

PVC (tents) (9.91 tonne)3
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2

86% demolition waste reduction compared to 2017.
Produced enough struvite to grow 157,000 branches of mint.
Compost used by urban farmers at MijnStadstuin.3

1

3

2

1 High CO2 emissions from aluminium smelting.
Can substitute fossil fuel, but should focus on reducing residual waste.
Building materials typically downcycled.

DATA SOURCES:    
1. Interview with GoodFuels 2. Interview with revolution manager 3. Interview with production crew 4. Interview with 
SEMiLLA Sanitation Hub 5. Estimation based on visitors 6. Estimation based on sample 7. Interview with Green Events 
and Renewi 8. Estimation based on interview with production crew 9. CO2 Emission Factors: co2emissiefactoren.nl

LEGEND:
              Less than 2 tonne

THINGS THAT WENT WELL: IMPACT HOTSPOTS:

2018
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This step is the single, most important 
component of any sustainability 
strategy. 

A Material Flow Analysis (MFA) provides a 
snapshot of the event’s metabolism: the 
resource flows that enter and exit the festival, 
and the different kinds of impacts of these 
flows.  

MATERIAL FLOW 
ANALYSIS



The Revolution Foundation works with three 
pillars of circular events: 

Within these two pillars, we have designed circular 
interventions that help festivals reduce the  

impacts of the systems.  

       

INTERVENTIONS

CLOSE THE LOOP  

ELIMINATE EMISSION 

LIVING-LAB 



One of the most visible components of the Sustainability plan is 
the introduction of the hardcup deposit-system. Visitors no 
longer get drinks served in traditional disposable softcups, but in 
a reusable hardcup. This not only saves us a huge amount of 
plastic waste, but also makes visitors reflect on their current 
“linear” behavior (take-make-waste) and it presents a new 
perspective on reusing precious resources.  

HARDCUPS

CLOSE THE LOOP  



RESOURCE  MANAGEMENT
Waste becomes the resource for new products. As such, we move away from waste 
collection areas behind the scenes, to a “Resource Zone”, which is central for all visitors to 
see. The Resource Zone consists of a Recycle Hub and a Resource Storage. The 
Resource Zone works to separate all visitor waste, so the new resources can be picked 
up for further use. 

RESIDUAL WASTE 
Reduction: 40% 
Amount: 4.47 tonnes  
Per visitor: 93 grams  

CLOSE THE LOOP  



CLOSE THE LOOP  



CLOSE THE LOOP  



CLOSE THE LOOP  



CIRCULAR FOODCOURT
In addition to converting food waste, plates and cutlery into compost, we also 

focus on the front-end of our foodsystem by cooking with food that otherwise 
would have been thrown away. We maxime the percentage of wasted food for 

our meals by using residual flows from local food chains. Furthermore, the 
affiliated chefs are pioneers in the field of circular cooking and reusing their own 

residual flows. 

CLOSE THE LOOP  



The consumption of meat has a big influence on 
our carbon footprint. Scientific research has shown 
that the emissions from the meat-industry account 

for nearly 18% of total carbon emissions worldwide, 
creating a larger environmental impact than the 

earth’s entire transportation industry. By removing 
meat from our menus, we have drastically 

reduced CO2-emissions and saved large amounts 
of freshwater and land.

MEAT-FREE
ELIMINATE EMISSION 

CLOSE THE LOOP  



CLOSE THE LOOP  CENTRAL KITCHEN



FOOD LETTERS
These letters are filled with rescued produce. During 

the festival, volunteers climb the food-tower to get food 
from the letters for the circular chefs to cook with.  

At the end of the day, the letters are empty. 

CLOSE THE LOOP  



Design for disassembly is a process by which productions are 
designed with second-life and disassembly in mind. This 

includes making sure to reduce the use of production 
materials and recycling materials at the highest possible value 

after the event. 

DESIGN FOR DISASSEMBLY
CLOSE THE LOOP  



LIVING LAB: 
STREETSPOT  

LIVING LAB 



LIVING LAB 

LIVING LAB: 
STREETSPOT  













In the field of energy, we do not shy away from the challenges of 
the energy transition, in fact, we embrace them. We always work 

with a “Smart Energy Plan”, maximizing the consumption of 
clean energy from the power grid or other renewable sources.  

At DGTL Amsterdam 2019 for example, we installed batteries 
powered by solar and wind to run the complete show. By doing 

so, we eliminate diesel-consuming generators and fully 
 switch to smart and clean energy sources.     

SMART ENERGY PLAN
ELIMINATE EMISSION 



REVOLUTION VOLUNTEERS
A core tool for communicating and realizing the sustainability 

projects is the Volunteer program. Revolution offers volunteers 
the chance to obtain practical experience at events while also 

learning about the circular economy. Not only do volunteers 
play a key part in communicating our sustainability efforts to the 
visitors, but we also provide them with sustainability knowledge, 

an opportunity for networking and a meaningful learning 
experience.

REVOLUTION LEGENDS 
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